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When I was 11 my uncle, the famous artist 
Jangarh Singh Shyam, gave my family a box 
of paints. It was the first time I had seen ready-

made colours and I found them fascinating. 
I remember using the paints to decorate the 
horns of our cattle — I wanted them to be 

the most colourful cattle in the village. 

I grew up in a village, but 
now I live in a big city 

named Bhopal, in Madhya 
Pradesh, India. Even though 
my neighbourhood is part of 
a big city, it still feels like a 
village because people here 

are very friendly and helpful. 
There are no strangers in  

my neighbourhood.

I am a Gond artist.  
The Gonds are one of the 
largest and oldest tribal 

groups in India. ‘Gond’ 
comes from the word ‘Kond’, 
meaning green mountains.

I am inspired by what 
I see in the world 

around me, and by  
my imagination.

top Birds roosting in a tree  2019 

centre Elephant Amidst Trees  2020

left Bird scaring off Deer  2020
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In Gond culture, all animals and trees are  
very important. Our ancestors lived in the 

forests in great harmony with nature. 

I have drawn two pictures inspired by nature  
for you to colour in. 

My first drawing is of a beautiful and  
gentle deer. To show that all life is connected,  

I have made the deer’s antlers look like  
the branches of a tree. 

My second drawing is of the Tree of Life  
with birds underneath it. Birds roost, nest  

and raise their babies in trees.

Activity!

DID YOU KNOW? The Tree of 
Life is an important symbol 

in India? It often represents 
growth, because over time 

small seeds sprout and grow 
into big and strong trees.  







I like drawing birds, animals and trees. 

Draw a picture of your favourite animal  
and decorate it with beautiful patterns. 


